
VANDAL RESISTANT  DOME

AUTO GAIN 26-40dB dynamic

FIBER* COMMUNICATION*

ACCURACY >  5ns @ 1σ 

MY2020

MAX. DISTANCE 700m/2300ft

UTP STD.  CAT 5+ ETH. CABLE 

GNSS  ANTI-JAMMING** 

www.elpromatime.com

NTS-antenna

SUPORTED  GNSS  SYSTEMS 

CHANNELS  32-170

3

3

TEMPERATURE -55C to  +80C

GNSS  ANTI-SPOOFING**

STD. RS485 or White Rabbit**

GPS               
GLONASS      
BEIDOU**  
GALILEO**    
IRNSS**  
IRIDIUM**

REPLACEABLE GNSS MODULES

SECURITY

EXCLUSIVE settings to UTC: 
USA: GPS(T);  RU: GLONASS(T)
EU:   GALILEO(T);  PRC: BDB(T) 

TRUSTED CHIP SUPPLIERS 

ACCURACY >15ns @ 2σ

         Smart Robust GNSS Synchronization

* extra feature requiring additional hardware and/or software firmware upgrade         ** arequires special hardware and license



Single NTS-antenna is included to NTS-3000, 4000, 5000 and NTS-5000 LITE time server.  
Double antenna improves robustness of  UTC synchronization and SERVER cybersecurity.
It is easy to install (no coax cable in use) UTP cat. 5 long cable and vandal resistant antenna. 
It has replaceable build-in GNSS-receivers from qualified world leading GNSS chip vendors.

Extra long cable connection.  Single  NTS-antenna can be located on max. distance of 700m 
(2300ft) from NTS-3000, 4000, 5000/LITE time servers using only std. UTP/STP cat.5 cable. 
The built-in RF antenna gain is dynamically from 26 to 40db. All I/O are overvoltage protected.

Simple, easy and fast installation. In comparison to a rigid coaxial cable the  UTP/STP cable 
can be curved and  easily passed  through holes in the wall.  In the event  of a break, cables  
can be reconnected and soldered together too.  Such solution  is not allowed for coax met at 
other competitive products today. To save costs, UTP/STP cable can be purchased locally. 

Built-in overvoltage protection. NTS-antenna is electrically protected by varistors on all  data 
I/O  lines. It also can be equipped with external   NTS-protect   -   a set  of   surge  arrestors. 

New Concept of GNSS receiver inside NTS-antenna always ensures state of the art techno-
logy. Moving commercial GNSS receiver out of time server case makes NTS-antenna solution  
flexible  and  independent on server architecture. Each time, there is requirement  to update 
for a new  SAT constellations the  PCB with GNSS receiver (chip) can be replaced by a new
one -  more advanced.  The GPS week number rollover (WNRO) problem is not a risk when 
using  NTS-antenna. The solution has been well tested on GNSS simulators, however, still 
to ensure top security there are several repleacable GNSS receiver modules available too.

The GNSS modularity of  NTS-antenna improves  cybersecurity . We have carefully selected
worl best trusted suppliers of  GNSS-receiver  boards. All   have been  well laboratory tested 
to ensure a final UTC output. This  is not  a trivial  to understand each GNSS system works 
base ondifferent timescale. It is niche to realize the UTC output from  GPS  and  GLONASS
can be up to 40ns. Below table presents specific time-scale offsets relative to TAI and UTC. 
 

Redundant Synchronization 

Mechanical/Environmental
Dome size:      109mm x 61 mm    
Power:          24VDC (max 0.5A)  
Operating temp: -55 C + 80 C
Humidity:       up to 99%

Elproma Elektronika Sp. z oo
ul. Szymanowskiego 13
PL 05-092 Lomianki, POLAND 
       +48 227517680
       +48 227517681

Elproma Electronics B.V.
Nijendal 42
NL 3972KC Driebergen
       +31 343518724
       +31 343512286

Antenna & MultiSAT receiver

    RAIM Support (Timing modules in use only)
    32-170 multi-channel (depends on used internal GNSS chip/module)
    700m [2300ft] UTP cat. 5 max. to 1.4kM [4500ft] STP cat 5 (no need to use amplifiers)
    RS485 (std) or Fiber Optic* - FO-01 „diode” filter available on request*
        
    Time Accuracy
    Better than   5 nanoseconds (at 1 Sigma)
    Better than 15 nanoseconds (at 2 Sigma)

Tel: 
Fax:

Tel: 
Fax:* extra feature* extra featureE-MAIL:   info@elpromatime.com

www.elpromatime.com
Made in EU   

GPS L1 (1575,42MHz) 
GLONASS  L1 (1598,06-1605,38MHz)
GALILEO  L1 (1575,42MHz)
BEIDOU L1 (1561,09-1575,42MHz)
               ... all with SBAS L1 support 

Vandal Resistance Dome

NTS-antenna Main Board w I/O

NTS-antenna Internal (Inside) View

Supported GNSS systems:

° °

Other replaceable GNSS receivers from qualified OEM vendors

Contact


